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QUESTION: 1
You clientisexperiencing trouble with the CiscoTelePresence system. User can successfully
make video calls between H.323 devices, but when they call a SIP-based device, the call
connects with only the audiofunctiong, what is a possible reason for this problem? Select
exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. SIP and H.323 devices must be connected directly using IP addresses to prevent video
corruption
B. SIP and H.323 use different video protocols and cannot exchange video
C. SIP to H.323 calls need to be routed through an H.323 gataway to support video
D. The SIP-based device may not share a common video protocol with the H.323 devices

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
When you calculate the vertical resolution of a screen with a horizontal resolution of 1920
pixels, assuming that the screen has an aspect ratio of 16:9, which two calculations are
correct? (Choose two.)

A. (16*9/1920
B. (16- 1920)/9
C. (9*1920)/16
D. (1620/9)*16
E. (1920/16)*9

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 3
Which menu are you in if you are checking the status of the use of video equipment in your
company, billing codes, and conferences per user? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the
following:

A. the Phone Books menu
B. the TMS help function
C. the Monitoring menu
D. the Reporting menu
E. the Administrative Tools
F. the System menu
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Answer: E

QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.

Assume that you have an oblong table with two omnidirectional mictophones, as shown in
the diagram. What is the optimal positioning for both microphones? Select exactly 1
answer(s) from the following:

A. B and C
B. A and C
C. D and B
D. A and D

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
Which protocol is used to carry the media data endpoints? Selece exactly 1 answer(3) from
the following:

A. SIP
B. RTP
C. TCP/IP
D. H.323
E. TCS4
F. RTCP

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 6
In which of these forms can the CiscoTelePerenceManagement Suite be purchased?

A. as an appliance or a cloud application
B. as an applicance only
C. as a software package only
D. as an applicance or as a software package

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
You upload your website to a server at IP address 77.88.99.32 and find that you can connect
to the website by entering www.masite.com into a web browser. What is this process an
example of? Select exactly 1 answer(s) from the following:

A. IPv4
B. NAT
C. DNS
D. IPv6

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Assume that are preparing for a video conference. You may choose one four different
rooms. Which room should you choose to ensure optimal video quality?

A. you office, which has a big windows in the background
B. a room with a combination of background lighting above you, and spotlighting above the
camera
C. a room with spotlighting from above
D. a sun-lit office with partially open blinds

Answer: B

QUESTION: 9
Which two elementsare essentialelements in the CiscoTelePresenceManagement Suite
architecture? (Choose two.)
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